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Trade Nasdaq Like a PRO

Introduction

Before we can trade Nasdaq100 like a pro, we first have to fully understand what it is 
that we are trading.

What is Nasdaq100?

Nasdaq100 is a market Index made up of the top 100 largest, most actively traded, 
Tech companies listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange. These Tech companies 
include various industries like retail, biotechnology, industrial, and health care to just 
name a few.

It excludes all companies listed in the financial sector, for example, commercial and 
investment banks.

The Top 10 largest Companies within the Nasdaq100 are:

· Apple
· Microsoft
· Amazon.com
· Tesla
· Nvidia
· Alphabet (Google)
· Meta Platforms (Facebook)
· Costco Wholesale
· Brandcom
· PepsiCo

These 10 companies make up more than 55% of the weighting of this Tech Index. As 
a Pro trader, be smart and focus your attention on what is important. You don’t need 
to know the ins and outs of all 100 companies. Just follow the news regarding these 
top 10 companies, and you will be golden. Explore more about Technical Analysis.

Trading Strategy

Let us get to the fun part, how to analyse and trade Nasdaq100 like a Pro.

First, we are going to start by adding two very important Exponential Moving 
Averages to our chart.

You might ask, “What is an Exponential Moving Average (EMA)? And why are we 
specifically using this one?”
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An exponential moving average is a moving average indicator that places a greater 
weight and significance on the most recent data provided. Using this indicator will 
provide you with more accurate information than using a simple moving average. 
A simple moving average applies an equal weight to all observations in the period. 
Your aim is to obtain the most recent data to ensure you get the best possible 
entries.

Let us get you set up

Start by adding your first exponential moving average, once completed set your 
length/period to 21. Going forward, this will be referred to as your lesser/fast 
exponential moving average.

When this is done, proceed by adding a second exponential moving average, on this
one set your length/period to 50. Going forward this will be referred to as your
greater/slow exponential moving average.
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By combining these exponential moving averages, we can now identify the trend in 
the market with greater accuracy. When Trading Like a Pro, having the ability to do 
this will assist you in having a greater success rate when executing trades.

You can now start to set up your chart to the correct time frame. This will be the 
hourly (1H) timeframe. It is large enough to enable you to identify large profitable 
setups but small enough to enable you to enter multiple trades every week.

Correctly identifying a trend in the market

When the market is in a Bullish trend (Up), the lesser (21) EMA will be above the 
greater (50) EMA.

The opposite is true for a Bearish trend (Down), here the lesser (21) EMA will be 
below the greater (50) EMA.

A change in the trend will either be confirmed by either a Golden cross, this is when 
a Bearish trend changes to a Bullish trend, or a Death cross, which is when a Bullish 
trend changes to a Bearish trend.

Golden Cross
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Death Cross

When your analysis is all set up and you have identified (Signals) the trend in the
market, we can start to look for trading opportunities.

When looking for these signals, you will look at your EMA’s as moving support and
resistance levels.

When the market is Bullish, you will refer to the EMA’s as support.
When the market is Bearish you will refer to your EMA’s as resistance.

A trading signal will occur when the market creates a trend correction and interacts
with your support/resistance. Patiently wait for rejection on either one of the EMA’s
and then execute from there.
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Trading Signal Example

As shown on the above chart, the market will trend in a certain direction and then
correct, this will then give us an entry opportunity once the interaction takes place.

Diversit-e Smart Trade College (PTY) Ltd has been reviewed by our Students as the
best in our industry. Our online course curriculum covers a wide range of capital
market instruments, provides quizzes and assignments to test your wit and wisdom,
and will help your trading knowledge grow from cradle to grave.
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Our expert coaching and mentoring includes daily online sessions and our 
educational signal channels add additional insight through technical- and 
fundamental analysis. Get your OBLIGATION FREE eBook, 46-Trading Questions 
Answered NOW, and explore even more content to enhance your self-trading 
experience.

Happy trading,

May the PIPS be with you
Francois du Plessis
Specialist Trading Coach
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